
Heidi Köpp - The  Show 
Heidi Köpp is the perfect combination of impressive musical skill, from classic to pop, with saucy 
chanson and stirring entertainment! Let yourself get carried away when Heidi lights off her musical 
fireworks with songs from the Phantom of the Opera, Zarah Leander, Jennifer Lopez, Marianne 
Rosenberg and Tina Turner - Simply the Best!

PGM - Pearls, Grace and Money
Heidi Köpp with her incredibly power voice presents her well-loved PGM-program with pop and 
soul songs along with chansons. Thanks to her charismatic, classically trained voice that stretches 
over three octaves, well-loved classical and opera titles won't be forgotten either! Get ready to 
enjoy charming and inspiring entertainment of highest quality - stylish, thrilling and 
enchanting!

4000 Years of Love
Heidi Köpp will enchant you with her grandiose, classically trained voice as she sings love songs 
from classical to pop.What's more, she presents love songs from ancient Egypt, sung in both 
translation and in ancient Egyptian: humorous, sometimes satirical but with first and foremost 
romantic. After four thousand years, Heidi Köpp resurrects the sound of the age of the pharaohs 
with an Old Egyptian lute from the New kingdom period - an unforgettable concert experience 
that will thrill and capture your heart.
Possible variation: Akhenaton and Nefertiti live: Akhenaton's Sun Hymn 

The  Sphinx on strings
Heidi Köpp presents titles from the last 60, from Ring of Fire to American Pie. Listen to the greatest 
hits from CCR, the Beatles, Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley, John Denver, Johnny Cash and many 
more, including Zarah Leander and Hildegard Knef to name just a couple more.  She sings new hits 
too. From flower power to country roads - come and listen or sing along too! 

Jim and me
Heidi Köpp presents her own work along with covers of her very favorite songs from Jim Croce, 
Eva Cassidy, Johnny Cash, Simon and Garfunkel, Beatles, John Denver, Leonard Cohen and 
modern titles. The songs reimagined with minimalist instrumentation let Heidi's deeply expressive 
voice reach its full brilliance. Listen to intimately expressive pop songs, chansons and ballads 
sung over more than 3 octaves, sometimes even with a little wink. 

Classical Music with Amarilli 
Mezzo-soprano Heidi Köpp interpretes Kunstlieder of Brahms, Beethoven and Schumann, songs 
from operettas and italian and german Opera arias from Händel, Mozart and many others: Let 
Heidi Köpp's touching voice open your heart!

Performances for Weddings, Baptisms, Bar Mitzvahs, Anniversaries, and all your special 
occasions
Soul-stirringly, Heidi Köpp raises her passionately expressive voice in song with your favorite 
songs like Ave Maria, I will always love you, You light up my life, The Rose, Das Beste or Gospel 
classics like I will follow him, Oh happy day, Amazing Grace and many more. Make your event 
absolutely unforgettable!

from Classic to Pop over more than 3 Octaves

Heidi Köpp

Kontakt: Tel. 0049-6501-9830744, mobil 0049-172-5620721
www.heidikoepp.de  kontakt@heidikoepp.de

Heidi Köpp is an exceptional talent who’s voice 
dances over more than three octaves and who’s 
repetoire extends over genres ranging from classic 
to pop.  She fascinates her audience with her 
sublime, classically trained voice, which with 
seemingly effortless elegance brings songs to life 
from genres including Pop, Rock, Soul, Gospels, 
Chanson, Musicals, and Classical as well.  And she 
doesn’t just cover, she’s a composer as well.  With 
her incredible voice, Heidi has gone from a 
insiders‘ tip to an exciting attraction for a growing 
audience through her performances on the radio 
(NDR, Radio 21, Göttingen City Radio, SR, SWR) 
and on TV  (RTL, ARD, NDR, HR3, SWR, 
Deutsche Welle).   
Heidi Köpp comes from Hannover. She’s been 
playing guitar since she was twelve and studied 
classical singing (Mezzo-soprano; opera, art song 
and oratorio) at the Music Conservatory in 
Göttingen under Prof. L Stoupa. 

Heidi Köpp… from Classic to Pop over more than 3 Octaves 
Mezzo-soprano (Pop, Classical, Rock, Chanson, Musical) 

Classically Trained (Opera, Kunstlied, Oratorio) 
Diverse TV appearances (RTL, ARD, NDR, HR3, SWR, Deutsche Welle), 
and Radio Interviews (NDR, Radio 21, Stadtradio Göttingen, SR, SWR), 

her songs are played on transregional radio stations; 
 5 solo CD Productions 

Concerts in: Germany, Antalya, Cairo, Dublin, New York, Los Angeles, Hollywood, 
Luxemburg 

 Heidi Köpp… from Classic to Pop over more than 3 Octaves
Mezzo-soprano (Pop, Classical, Rock, Chanson, Musical)

Classically Trained (Opera, Kunstlied, Oratorio)
Diverse TV appearances (RTL, ARD, NDR, HR3, SWR, Deutsche Welle),
and Radio Interviews (NDR, Radio 21, Stadtradio Göttingen, SR, SWR),

her songs are played on transregional radio stations;
 5 solo CD Productions

Concerts in: Germany, Antalya, Cairo, Dublin, New York, Tucson, 
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Luxemburg
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